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Abstract—The “sum of power of two (SPT)” is an effective
format to represent multipliers in a digital filter which reduces

representation in this context is the so-called canonic SPT [1].
Under this, a coefficient, say w, is represented as,

the complexity of multiplication to a few shift and add operations.

w =

The canonic SPT is a special sparse SPT representation that
guarantees occurrence of at least one zero between every two non-

R
∑

s(r) 2g(r) ,

(1)

r=1

zero SPT digits. In the case of adaptive filters, as the coefficients

where s(r) ∈ {1, −1, 0} is the r-th SPT coefficient (also

are updated with time continuously, no fixed SPT representation

called digit in this paper), g(r) is an increasing sequence of

of the filter weights is, however, possible. Conversion of the filter

integers and R is the number of terms specified a priori. In

coefficients into canonic SPT form at each time index is also

canonic SPT, no two consecutive terms are non-zero (i.e., ±1)

impractical. To overcome this problem, this paper presents a
bit serial algorithm for carrying out the weight updating of an

simultaneously, i.e., if for any r, s(r) = ±1, then both s(r+1

adaptive filter in the canonic SPT domain only. For this, a novel

and s(r − 1) must be zero (for example, 11 = 24 − 22 − 20 ,

algorithm is presented for bit serial addition of two numbers,

19 = 24 + 22 − 20 etc.). In other words, the canonic SPT

one given in canonic SPT form and the other in 2’s complement

guarantees that at least ⌊ R2 ⌋ SPT coefficients in (1) are zero1 .

form, to produce a result in canonic SPT. The proposed algorithm
uses the properties of canonic SPT numbers effectively, resulting
in considerable reduction of the hardware complexity of the bit

A circuit to convert 2’s complement numbers into canonic
SPT, both in bit serial and parallel forms, has been presented
in [1].

serial adder.

The SPT format has been used widely by researchers
I. I NTRODUCTION

over years for efficient realization of fixed coefficient digital

In a digital filter, the complexity of realization both in

filters ([4]-[10]). The proposed algorithms are, however, offline

terms of silicon area and time is determined primarily by the

techniques which can not be used for realizing adaptive filters

multipliers. Consequently, efforts have been made to design

whose coefficients change with time and thus can not be

filters that are free of multipliers. Ideally, if a multiplier is

represented by a fixed SPT expression. Conversion of the filter

replaced by a single signed power of two term, the complexity

weights into the canonic SPT form at each time index is also

reduces enormously since multiplication by a power of two

not practical from hardware complexity point of view. Note

amounts to a simple shift operation. However, the coefficient

that in an adaptive filter (e.g., the LMS algorithm), the filter

quantization error in such cases can be substantial affecting

weights are updated as,

the filter performance considerably. A more effective approach

F uture W eight = Current W eight + U pdate.

(2)

for this is to approximate each multiplier by a sum of (signed)
power of two (SPT) while keeping the number of power of
two terms as few as possible. A well known sparse SPT

1 Alternatively,

one can view the canonic SPT as a special case of hybrid-2,

redundant arithmetic [3] based representation where no two successive bits
are allowed to be non-zero simultaneously
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Assuming that the Current W eight is available in canonic

would imply that all the three digits, ai , bi and ci are 1∗ each

SPT form and the U pdate term which is a function of the

simultaneously, which along with spi−1 = 1∗ is, however,

input is given in 2’s complement, a more effective approach

not possible, as per Lemma 1 below].

would be to carry out the above weight updating in the canonic

• No adjustment needed otherwise, meaning spi−1 → si−1 .

SPT domain only, generating the F uture W eight in canonic
SPT form. Towards this objective, we present a technique in

As seen above, the four digits, ai , bi , ci and spi−1 are

this paper for bit serial addition of two numbers, one given in

used to generate si−1 and ci+1 . Theoretically, these four

canonic SPT form and the other in 2’s complement, to produce

digits can have a total of 3 × 2 × 3 × 3 = 54 combinations.

the result in canonic SPT.

However, as shown by Lemmas 1-2 below, only a fraction
of these combinations are feasible while the remaining ones

II. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM FOR SPT A DDITION
Given

can not come up. This results in considerable savings in

(N + 1)

a

digit canonic SPT number
∑N
a = aN aN −1 · · · a1 a0 (≡ i=0 ai 2i ), ai ∈ {1, −1, 0}, i =

hardware as one can use the so-called “don’t care” states
for the invalid combinations.

0, 1, · · · , N, and a (n + 1) bit 2’s complement number
∑N −1
b = bN bN −1 · · · b1 b0 (≡ −bN 2N + j=0 bj 2j ), bj ∈

Lemma 1 : The three digits, ai , ci and spi−1 can not

{1, 0}, j = 0, 1, · · · , N , first we note that the number b can

be non-zero simultaneously.
[The proof of this Lemma is omitted in this paper].

be interpreted as a SPT number (not necessarily canonic),
with the bit bj for j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 being actually a SPT
digit taking values of 0 or 1 (for the sign bit bN , it is a SPT

Lemma 2 : The digit ci can not take the value of -1.

digit taking values of −1 or 0). In the proposed scheme,

[The proof of this Lemma is omitted in this paper].

in the i-th cycle, we add ai , bi and the incoming carry ci

III. C IRCUIT I MPLEMENTATION

generated in the (i − 1)-th cycle (c0 = 0) and produce the
new carry ci+1 and an intermediate result spi , which is to be

As seen above, the algorithm is simply a rule to transform

adjusted to the final value si in the (i + 1) clock cycle. In

the pair (ci +ai +bi , spi−1 ) to the triplet (ci+1 , spi , si−1 ). De-

other words, in the proposed scheme, there is a latency of

fine three functions, fc (ai , bi , ci , spi−1 ), fsp (ai , bi , ci , spi−1 )

one cycle between the i-th cycle input and the corresponding

and fs (ai , bi , ci , spi−1 ) which generate the quantities ci+1 , spi

output. The proposed algorithm is given below where we use

and si−1 respectively at the i-th cycle following the above

∗

the notation 1 to denote ±1.

algorithm. The truth table for each function is easy to generate.
However, out of a total 3×2×3×3 = 54 possible combinations

Algorithm : Given ai , bi , ci and spi−1 , carry out the

in each truth table, the Lemmas 1-2 can be used to reduce the

following steps at the i-th cycle :

number of combinations to just 26.

Step 1 (Addition) : Add ai , bi and ci to produce ci+1 and

The corresponding block diagram for hardware realization

spi .

of the bit serial adder is shown in Fig. 1. Here fc , fsp and fs

Step 2 (Adjustment) : For adjustment, we utilize the following

are combinatorial blocks which implement the respective truth

identities : 2i + 2i−1 = 2i+1 − 2i−1 and 2i − 2i−1 = 2i−1 .

tables. Note that since the SPT representation uses altogether

• If spi = 1∗ and spi−1 = −1∗ , then adjust spi to 0 and

three values, namely, 1, −1, 0, in a digital implementation,

∗

each SPT digit ai is represented by two binary bits, as per

take si−1 = 1 as the output (of the previous cycle).
∗

∗

• If spi = spi−1 = 1 , then take si−1 = −1 , adjust spi
∗

to 0 and propagate 1 to the (i + 1)-th step as ci+1 [Note
∗

that for this case, ci+1 from Step 1 can not be 1 , since this

the following : (1)SP T = (01)2 , (0)SP T = (00)2 and
(1̄)SP T = (11)2 , which is consistent with 2’s complement
representation of signed binary numbers. In the case b, for
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram for Bit-Serial Addition of a Canonic SPT Number
a with a 2’s Complement Number b, producing the output in Canonic SPT
form.

i = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, the digit bi will be represented by the
2 bit binary number 0 bi , whereas bN will be represented by
bN bN (i.e., 1 bit extension).
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